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Description

This Atlas is designed to identify and locate food retailers that accept EBT cards.

Page 4 shows an overview map of San Diego County with HHSA Region and Zip Code boundaries.

Page 5 shows an overview map of San Diego County, subdivided using the grid system from The Thomas Guide, which is used to create and organize street level views of the locations of EBT retailers. In addition, this map shows every grid that contains at least one EBT retailer (green grid sections). Only these grids are contained in the Atlas.

Pages 6-88 Show maps of individual Thomas Guide grid pages with locations of EBT retailers.

Instructions for Use: Locating Retailer by HHSA Region and Thomas Bros. Page Guide

- Identify the HHSA region in which you want to find Retailers.
- Go to the Index to find the map pages which correspond to the HHSA region, or part of San Diego County, in which you are interested.
- Each individual grid shows a street map of a small area of the County. Retailers are identified by ID number, and may be looked up in the Retailer Directory. Mass transit stops are shown for convenience.

Refer to the Retailer ID number to find out the name, exact address, and telephone number for each retailer listed in the Retailer Directory. The Retailer Directory is organized by HHSA Region, then by Thomas Guide Grid Number, then by Retailer ID number.

Note: Some of the maps have so many retailers shown, that the symbols overlap each other and you cannot easily read the Retailer ID number. Use the street names and visible IDs, as well as the Retailer Directory, to pinpoint the location and ID of any of these obscured retailer symbols.

Geography Note: This atlas uses HHSA Region geography. These boundaries may differ slightly from the SRA-based Regions used in other data resources.
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